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1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of problems that arise in the theory of linear elastic structures [ll 
can be exemplified by the following partial differential equation and boundary 
conditions: 
g+$+*$&o, t>o, O<[<l, 
u(0, t) = U((O, t) = Up&, r) = r&l, r) = 0, t 2 0, 
(1) 
with arbitrary initial conditions preassigned for ~(6, 0) and u,([, 0), 8 E (0, 1). 
After appropriate normalizations, ~(6, t) represents the displacement at a point 
5 and time t of a slender elastic rod imbedded in a rigid medium at t = 0 and 
subjected, at 6 = I, to a compressive force of magnitude p, always tangential to 
the rod. 
This particular problem, known as Beck’s Problem [l], is one of many non- 
comer.vative problems encountered in the theory of elastic structures; the problem 
is called nonconservative in that the total energy is not necessarily constant 
given the follower nature of the load. 
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In the more familiar Euler problem [l], in which the load p is always in the 
vertical direction (represented by the above partial differential equation, but 
with boundary conditions ~(0, t) = u,,(O, t) = ~(1, t) = u&l, t) = 0), energy 
is conserved; as is well known, a bifurcation of static solutions occurs at a 
critical value of p, the so-called Euler static buckling load. No such phenomenon 
arises in the case of Beck’s problem; bifurcation of static solutions does not 
occur. Rather, as the load p is increased, a critical value is surpassed and certain 
oscillatory solutions no longer remain bounded; i.e., dynamic instability occurs. 
This phenomenon has been investigated in the engineering literature [l] 
through the use of separation of variables and subsequent analysis of the eigen- 
values corresponding to the first few eigenvectors. In this manner, a critical 
value of the load p is determined, below which the motions described by these 
eigenvectors are bounded, whereas for p above this value at least one such 
motion is unbounded. For Beck’s Problem, the critical value of p so obtained is 
approximately 20.05. Since, in the stable case, all eigenvalues are purely imagin- 
ary, such an analysis is not necessarily conclusive [2, 4, 81. 
The object of this paper is to present a different approach to the study of 
stability of such problems, an approach inspired by classical Liapunov stability 
theory. For this purpose, we wish to consider a class of abstract problems which 
include Beck’s ProbEem as well as others of a similar nature; moreover, the 
assumptions to be made are to be both as general as possible, so as to include a 
large class of such problems, and as simple as possible, so as to facilitate the use 
of our results in specific applications. 
Let A?’ be a separable complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ), and 
the linear operator K: (9(K) C &‘) + X; consider the class of linear evolution 
equations of the form 
y(t) + KY(t) = 0, t b 0, 
Y(O) = 54 3’(O) = ** (2) 
The relationship between this equation and (1) is clear; abusing notation, we may 
take 
and 
Recalling certain general characteristics of linear elastic systems subjected to 
follower forces [l], we shall henceforth make the following assumptions about 
the operator K. 
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Assumptions: 
(i) the point spectrum d(K) of K is symmetric about the real axis; 
(ii) the operator K can be written as K = A + B with 9(K) = &(A) C 
9(B) C &‘ [in th e case of (I), let Ay = 84y/@4, By = pPy/&J~]; 
(iii) A is a positive selfadjoint operator with compact resolvent R([, A) 
for some complex number 5, with 0 < h, < X, < ..., each eigenvalue A, being 
of (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity one, n = 1, 2,...; 
(iv) there exist nonnegative constants c, , ca such that // By /i2 < cl 11 y /~2 f
ca(y, Ay) for every y E 9(A) [in the case of (l), we may take cr = 0, ca = p2]. 
These assumptions seem rather natural. Assumption (i) is satisfied if K is a 
real operator. Assumptions (ii), ( iii and (iv) recognize that the operators K ) 
which appear in a large number of these problems are nonselfadjoint, but that 
these operators arise as the sum of a rather nice selfadjoint operator A and a 
operator B which is, in the sense of Assumption (iv), weak relative to the 
operator iz. 
The object of this investigation is to determine, for (2) and under Assump- 
tions (i)-(iv), conditions that insure the well-posedness of the problem and that 
are sufficient for stability, in the sense of Liapunov, of the equilibrium. More 
precisely, we wish to view the operator B as perturbing the selfadjoint operator A 
and we wish to determine conditions, dependent only on a konwledge of the 
eigenvalues of A and on the measure of the perturbation B given by the constants 
c, and c2 of Assumption (iv), that insure stability of the equilibrium in the sense 
of Liapunov. 
In the next section, we readily dispose of the question of well-posedness by 
showing that, under our assumptions, a unique strong solution of (2) exists for 
all time. 
In Section 3 we study stability of the equilibrium of (2), through a series of 
propositions and two theorems. Let us outline here the approach. 
If the operator K were positive selfadjoint with compact resolvent, then the 
equilibrium of (2) would be stable; in particular, all eigenvalues of K would be 
real and nonnegative. Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 provide sufficient condi- 
tions, based on our assumptions, for the eigenvalues of K to be real and non- 
negative, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for stability. Proposition 4 
states a sufficient condition for stability of the equilibrium in terms of the 
existence of a linear operator G, which is used to construct a Liapunov functional. 
The existence of such an operator appears to depend on the completeness of the 
eigenprojections of the operator K; this completeness is guaranteed if K is 
selfadjoint with compact resolvent. Proposition 5 gives a sufficient condition for 
completeness of the eigenprojections of a nonselfadjoint K under our assump- 
tions; assuming such completeness, Theorem 1 provides sufficient conditions 
for stability by assuring the existence of an operator G which satisfies the condi- 
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tions of Proposition 4. In Proposition 6, the structure of such an operator is then 
characterized in terms of the eigenprojections of K. Utilizing a specific choice 
for G within this class, Theorem 2 provides a stability result comparable to that 
of Theorem 1; however, different and possibly sharper estimates are found for 
the resulting Liapunov functional. 
In the last section, the general stability results obtained are illustrated by their 
application, in the most simple and straightforward manner, to Beck’s Problem. 
2. WELL-POSEDNESS 
Given the operator K = A + B, with A selfadjoint and positive, let Ai/2 be 
the unique positive selfadjoint square root of A [5]. Define a second Hilbert 
space 9” = z~(A’/~) x Z? with inner product 
(Xl , x2)%- = w’2Yl , A1’2y,) + (Zl , 4, xi = (yi ) Zi) EX, i = 1,2, 
and note that, for xi = (ya , .ai) E 9(A) X SF C X, i = 1, 2, we have 
(Xl , x2>%- = (Yl T 42) + (z1 , x2>. 
We may now view (2) in this new Hilbert space as 
n(t) = Fx(t), t 2 0, 
x(O) = y E qq, 
(3) 
where F: (9(F) C 3) -+ S is the linear operator defined on 52(F) = 9(A) x 
9(A1/“) by Fx = (z, --KY) for (y, a) = x E 9(F). 
In this particular format, it is possible to apply the ideas of [6] to show that, 
under our assumptions, the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 1. F is the infinitesimal generator of a linear CO-group 
{W)>-,,t,m on 9. 
Proof. By Assumption (iii), A is selfadjoint with compact resolvent R([, A) 
for some complex number 5; hence, A is closed and 9(A) = 53(K) is dense in 
X [5]. Assumption (iv) implies that, for every y E 9(A), 
II BY II G W2 II Y II + (czY2 II Y V2 II AY V2 
G + II AY II + (+- + W’“) II Y II . 
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Therefore, for every y E 9(A), 
which shows that K is closed since A is closed; hence, by definition, F is closed 
and 9(F) is dense in 3. Defining 01 = 1 + ((c,/h,) + c~)~/~, we apply Assump- 
tion (iv) to show that for every (y, .z) = x E 9(F), 
ll(mI - F) x III II x IIx 3 Re(x, (al - -V X)X 3 II x II%; 
hence, & -F has dense range W(oJ -F). As CLI -F is closed, the above 
inequality also demonstrates that %‘(cJ - F) is closed; therefore, %(arl - F) = CT. 
As we have also shown that Re(x, (LJ -F) x) > 0 for all x E 9(F), Theorem 
3.1 of [6] now guarantees that F - oil (hence, F) is the generator of a es-semi- 
group on %. Similarly, it also follows from Assumption (iv) that Z??(oll + F) = 3 
and Re(x, (GJ + F) x)% >, 0 for all x E 9(F); hence, we similarly obtain that 
-F - arl (thus, -F) also generates a C,-semigroup [6]. This implies that F 
generates a Ca-group on 57, and the proof is complete. 
This proposition disposes of the question of well-posedness, guaranteeing 
that a unique strong solution of (3), h ence of (2), exists and is defined for all 
time. We now turn to the more difficult question of stability. 
3. STABILITY 
If the perturbing operator B were to vanish, K = A would be selfadjoint; in 
this case, (x, Fx)% = 0 for every x E 9(F), from which it follows that 
/I S(t)llcz,%, = 1 for every t; then, the equilibrium x = 0 of (3) is stable. If 
B f 0 and not symmetric, the question of stability is much more difficult to 
resolve. 
The Hille-Phillips-Yosida Theorem implies that a necessary condition for 
the stability of the equilibrium of (3) is that there be no point with positive real 
part in a(F), the spectrum of F. Since ({I - F)-l exists if and only if 
( -t21 - K)-1 exists, and the point spectrum d(K) is assumed symmetric about 
the real axis, it follows that .4(F) is polar symmetric. But then, for stability, all 
elements of d(F) must be purely imaginary, which implies that d(K) must 
consist solely of nonnegative real numbers. Our first wish is to determine condi- 
tions sufficient for d(K) to consist solely of nonnegative real numbers, conditions 
dependent only on the knowledge of (h,), n = 1,2,..., and of the constants 
c, , ca of Assumption (iv). 
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For this purpose, define the positive quantities 
A2 - Xl 
! 
x 
r1=-------, I, = min n+1 
- ha hl - Ll 
2 2 ’ 2 1 ’ 
n = 2, 3,..., 
(4) 
an = (Cl + c,(Z + 2Y,))lP 
n = 1, 2,.... 
Through the use of these quantities, it is possible to state the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. If a, > 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., then K = A + B is a closed operator 
with compact resolvent R(c, K) for 5 $ u(K); furthermore, the spectrum a(K) 
consists solely of the set of eigenvalues A(K), each y E A(K) is real and of (geometric 
and algebraic) multiplicity one, and A(K) may be so ordered that A(K) = (m} with 
1 yn - A, / < y,/ol, < r, , n = 1,2 ,.... 
Proof. We will proceed in a manner similar to that employed in the proof of 
Theorem XIX. 2.7 of [3]. In the proof of Proposition 1, we have noted that K 
is closed and g(K) = g(A) ’ d IS ense in S. Since A is selfadjoint with compact 
resolvent R(<, A) for some complex number 5, it also follows [5] that R([, A) 
is compact for all 5 $ o(A), and the spectrum a(A) = (A,} with no finite accumu- 
lation points. 
Denoting by r, a circle of radius rn with center A, , n = 1, 2,..., we note that 
r, and I’, have no more than one point in common for m # n. As A is self- 
adjoint, we know that // R([, A)11 = SUPS,, ( h - [ 1-l and (1 AR({, A)\1 = 
SUPA~~(~) I h I I A - 5 1-l [5]; hence, for 5 E r, , /I R(5, A)Il = l/r, and 
II AN, A)Il = suprn I U(L - 511 < 2 + (Urn), since A, < I L - 5 I - 
1 5 - A, I + A, . Employing Assumption (iv), for 5 E r, , 
II BW> A)l12 G ~1 II W 4” + ~2 II RG AIll II ARK, 41 
< w-h2; 
from ol, > 1 and (I- K = [I - BR({, A)] (W - A), it now follows that r, 
lies in the resolvent set of K and, for 5 E r, , 
R(5, K) = W, A) [I - BR(5, J-l, 
II W, 41 %a 
” R(5’ K)” ’ 1 - // BR([, A)ll ’ Y&X, - 1) * 
Clearly, R([, K) is compact for 5 $ r,,; since K was shown to be closed in the 
proof of Proposition 1, we find [5] that R([, K) is compact for every 5 $ o(K) 
and the spectrum o(K) = A(K), the point spectrum A(K) consisting of isolated 
eigenvalues having finite algebraic multiplicities. 
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Considering a point { which is exterior to every r, , and choosing n such 
that 1 5 - X, 1 = inf, j 5 - X, i , we similarly obtain 1: BR({, A)!1 < l/an and 
conclude that 6 $ o(K) = d(K). C onsequently, each eigenvalue of K is enclosed 
by one of the circles r, , 71 = 1, 2 ,.... 
We now wish to show that each r, encloses exactly one eigenvalue of K. To 
this end, we note that all of our present conclusions regarding K = -4 ;- B also 
apply to the operator A +- TB, 7 E [0, I]. Choosing a fixed n and {a E r’, , we 
note that, for any 5, 
51 - (A + rlB) = {I - [(L, - 5) I + +I R(io , A)} (L’J - i4), 
and also 
il[(co - [)I + +I Wo , A)Il < I 5, - 5 1 /I R(5, , A)11 + 77 /I BR(&, , A)jl 
for 1 5 - [a 1 sufficiently small. Consequently, for / 5 - 5, / sufficiently small, 
5 $ a(A + 7B) and we may employ the Neumann series to obtain 
RG A + rlB) = Wo > 4 C W, - l) I + $1 W, ,A))“‘. 
m>O 
It follows that R([, A + TB), as a function of c and 7, is continuous (in the 
uniform operator topology) for 5 E I’, and 7 E [0, 11; hence, the eigenprojection 
[51 
f’n(A + $9 = & I, W, A + $9 d5 
n 
depends continuously on 7, 7 E [0, 11. Applying Lemma 1.4.10 of [5], we see 
that the range of P,(A + qB) is isomorphic to the range of P,(A), 7 E [0, 11; 
hence, P,(A) and P,(K) have ranges of the same dimension. Since the range 
dimension of P,(A) equals the algebraic multiplicity of h, , Assumption (iii) 
implies that P,(K) has one-dimensional range. However, the range dimension 
of P,(K) equals the total algebraic multiplicity of all eigenvalues of K enclosed 
by r,; hence, r,, encloses exactly one eigenvalue yn of K, and yn has algebraic 
(hence, geometric) multiplicity one. Thus, d(K) = {m> and 1 yn - h, 1 < r,; 
moreover, Assumption (i) now implies that yn is real, 71 = 1, 2,.... 
Finally, in order to sharpen the bound on 1 ya - h, 1 , we consider another 
circle f, with center h, and radius plz E (r,/or, , r,]. Then, for 5 E f, , 
II R(L 41 = l/~n t II AR& 41 G 2 + (WP,); hence, II ML 4ll” < 
I yn - X, / < r,/a, and the proof is complete. 
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It is noted that this result gives a condition sufficient for all eigenvalues of K 
to be real. The following useful proposition gives a condition that guarantees 
that such eigenvalues are positive. 
PROPOSITION 3. If there exists a linear operator H: (9(A) C X) ---f % such 
that for every nonzero y E 9(A) 
0 < WHY, Y>, 0 < WHY, KY), 
that every real eigenvalue of K is positive. 
Proof. If g is an eigenvector of K corresponding to a real eigenvalue y, then 
Y Wf-% g> 6 WHg, yg) = Re(Hg, Kg). 
By assumption, Re(Hg, g) > 0 and Re(Hg, Kg) > 0; hence, y > 0 and the 
proof is complete. 
If Re( y, Ky) > 0 for every nonzero y E B(A), the conditions of Proposition 3 
are satisfied for H = I. Noting that Re(Ay, y) > X, I/y j12, ;\r > 0, and 
WAY, KY> > (1 - II 1~4-l II) II AY 112, this result also yields the useful sufficient 
condition II BA-l Ij < 1 for the positivity of the real eigenvalues; moreover, 
through Assumption (iv), it can be seen that this last condition is satisfied if 
Cl + CJ, < x,2. 
The last two propositions state conditions sufficient for d(F) to be purely 
imaginary. However, even purely imaginary u(F) may not be sufficient to 
guarantee stability under our assumptions [2, 4, 81. The following result suggests 
an approach to this difficulty that seems fruitful. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose there exists a bounded linear selfadjoint operator 
G: .z? -+ 2 such that GK: (.9(A) C X) --+ 2 is symmetric and, for some TV > 0, 
P II Y II2 d <Y, GY), tlrE%, 
P(Y, AY> d (Y, GKY), VY E W9; 
then the equilibrium x = 0 of (3) is stable and the C,-group {S(t)}-ac<t<co generated 
by F is bounded. 
Proof. Let there exist G satisfying the conditions of Proposition 4, and note 
that Assumptions (ii)- imply that 0 $ a(A), 11 BA-’ II2 < (cr + c.Jr)/Xrs, and 
II GKY II < II GKP II II AY II G II G II (1 + II m-l II) II AY II for every Y E S9 
Since GK is symmetric, it follows from Theorem V.4.12 of [5] that, for every 
Y E W), 
(Y, G.&Y) < II GKA-l II <Y> AY); 
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hence, defining V: X - %? to be the continuous extension to %” of the functional 
we obtain 
(Y, GQ; -t (x, G.z\, (31, 2) = x E 53(F) c z-, 
Defining 
V(X) = lirnpp f [V(S(t) x) - V(x)], XE.%?-, 
we compute v(x) = 0 for every x E S?(F); applying Theorem 3.9 of [9] we also 
obtain v(x) < 0 for every x E X. It follows that V is a Liapunov functional [9], 
the equilibrium x = 0 of (3) is stable, and the C,-semigroup {S(t)}tao generated 
by F is bounded. Applying the same Liapunov argument to the equation 
3i(t) = -Fx(t), t > 0, we similarly obtain that the Cc,-semigroup {S(t)},,, 
generated by -F is also bounded. Recalling that S(t) = S( -t) for t > 0, it 
follows that the C,,-group {S(t)}- cc<t<a generated by F is bounded. The proof is 
complete. 
This result motivates the search for such an operator G, or for the determina- 
tion of conditions sufficient for the existence of such an operator. 
In the finite dimensional case it has been shown [lo] that the existence of such a 
G is both necessary and sufficient for the stability of the equilibrium x = 0; 
moreover, it has been shown that no such G exists unless the eigenvectors of K 
are complete. But in the finite dimensional case, the eigenvectors of K are 
complete if and only if each eigenvalue y,, of K has equal algebraic and geometric 
multiplicities. 
No equally simple completeness result is known in the infinite dimensional 
case of interest here, although Proposition 2 states conditions sufficient for 
every yn to have (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity one. However, a result 
along similar lines is possible. For this purpose, given a closed linear operator 
L: (g(L) C 2) -+ Z, with spectrum a(L) consisting solely of a denumerable 
set {/Q of isolated eigenvalues, n = 1, 2 ,..., let 
P,(L) = & f R&L) d5, 
C, 
where C, is a rectifiable simple closed curve which encloses pn in its interior and 
has a(L) - /?- in its exterior. P,(L) is the eigenprojection associated with /3,, , 
P,(L) L = LPnW, P,(L) Pm(L) = hr&p9m, and the range dimension of P,,(L) 
is the algebraic multiplicity of JB,, . It is known that if bla has equal algebraic and 
geometric multiplicities, then the range of P,(L) is spanned by the eigenvectors 
of L associated with /3,, and KP,(L) = p,P,(L). If L is selfadjoint with compact 
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resolvent, then [5] these eigenprojections are complete (i.e., s-lim Cn P,(L) = I) 
and selfadjoint (i.e., P,(L) = P,*(L), Ij P,(L)IJ = 1, and P,(L) is said to be an 
orthogonal projection); in particular, jl I - 2 CnEJ P,(L)IJ = 1 for every finite 
index set J of positive integers. 
The operator K = A + B may not be selfadjoint; yet, it is possible to obtain 
the following result guaranteeing the completeness of the eigenprojections. 
PROPOSITION 5. If x% 11~1,~ < 0~) and 01, > 1, n = 1, 2,..., then the family of 
eigenprojections {P,(K)} is complete. Moreover, there exists a number v > 1 such 
that 
/~I-2~P,(K)‘~~.c:1+2~a(a,l-1)+2(~~)1’2 
ne.l n n 
for every finite index set J of positive integers. 
Proof. As the conditions of Proposition 5 include those of Proposition 2, we 
will use some of the notation and results developed in the proof of Proposition 2; 
in particular, with r, a circle of radius r, and center h, , 5 E r, implies that 
II w 4 = $ , II SW, 411 < $ < 1, 
R(5, K) = W, 4 C PR(L -41” 
m>O 
We also note that every eigenprojection P,(A), n = 1, 2,..., is selfadjoint, and 
P,(A) P,(A) = S,,P,(A), P,(K) P,(K) = S,,P,(K) for m, n = 1,2,... 
Our first objective is to obtain a uniform bound for II CnsJ [P,(K) - P,(A)]11 , 
where J is a arbitrary finite index set of positive integers; we recall that, by 
definition, 
1 =---y 
f 23-n r, 
{R(L K) - R(LA) [I + WL 4114 
+ & $, R(5, A) BR(L A) 4. 
We note that for 5 E r, , 
409/63/3-9 
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and therefore 
By Theorem X11.2.6 of [3], R([, A) admits the representation R([, A) = 
L>I (t; - &J-l Pm(A) for 5 4 4.4 = {AJ; hence, 
1 
%G J-, 9 W, -4 BR(5, A) & 
Defming 
R,(A) = c (4, - 4,Y pm(A), n = 1, 2,..., 
t&l 
WL#?Z 
we now have 
Since P,*(A) = P,(A) and P,(A) Z’,(A) = &J’,(A), n = 1,2,..., it follows 
that 
II R,(A)11 = sup I A, - hn 1-l = $ t n = 1, 2,.... 
nz#?% n 
Furthermore, since each A,, has equal algebraic and geometric multiplicities and 
APJA) = &P,(A), n = 1,2,..., we similarly find that 
II a&(4ll = sup L I An - An 1-l < 1 + &, n = 1, 2,.... 
ln#TZ 7% 
Consequently, upon applying Assumption (iv), we obtain 
II BUGI G & > n = 1, 2,...; 
n 
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hence, again using the properties of {P,(A)}, 
To obtain a bound on II CnEJ R,(A) BP,(A)]\ , we note that if c, = 0 in 
Assumption(iv),then I/B*// = l]J? I/ < (c#/~. In this case, I] zmeJ R,(A) BP,(A)II = 
II Cnef f’,(A) B*&(A)Il and, using the properties of (P,(A)), 
If c, > 0, such a bound is more difficult to obtain. In this case, define 6 = cJc2 
and let U be the positive selfadjoint square root of A + 61. Then, Assumption 
(iv) implies l](BU-I)* 11 = 11 BU-1 II < (c2)l12. Since UP,(A) = (6 + hn)1/2 P,,(A) 
and P,*(A) = P,(A), I’,(A) P,(A) = S,,J’,(A), n = 1,2,..., we find that 
j/ C R,(A) BP,,(A) /( = jl c (6 + h?‘2 &t(A) BU-lpn(A) (1 
ne.l ne.l 
= 1) c (6 + &P P,(A) W-l)* R,(A) 11 nKl 
< 
I 
C (6 + L) II f’,(A) @U-l)* 4J4112 1’2 
TLEJ I 
cx 4r2 * ( 
%(S + L) 1’2 
ne.l 12 ) 
But c,(S + l\,J = c, + cJn < (y,Ja,J2; therefore, for c2 > 0 we again obtain 
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We have now shown that 
for every index set J of positive integers; as En 1/01,~ < CO, it follows that 
Cn [(P,(K) - P,(A)] converges in the uniform operator topology. Since A is 
selfadjoint with compact resolvent, the family P,(A) is complete [5] in the sense 
that s-lim En P,(A) = I; this now implies that En P,(K) converges strongly 
and, furthermore, for any finite index set J of positive integers, 
The eigenprojections {P,(K)} satisfy P,(K) P,(K) = S&‘,(K) for m, n = 
1) 2,...; hence, s-lim Cn P,(K) is a projection. It only remains to be shown that 
s-lim x% P,(K) = I; i.e., that s-lim Ca P,(K) has range 2, or that the linear 
manifold 
%T = {y E Yf I P,(K)y = 0, n = 1, 2,...} 
is zero dimensional. We will first show that V has finite dimension; to this end, 
define the projections ED = I - &p P,(A), ,f?, = I - Cn>l, P,(K), 
p = 1, 2,..., and note that 
E, - 8, = c F’,(K) - Pn(41. 
fi>P 
Hence, for p sufficiently large, 
II &h% - &I ez, II < II 4, - J% II (II E, - fl, II + II -4 II)” < 1, 
and the range @[I + B,(E, - E;,) .??,I = S?. Since E,E,B, = ,!?,[I + 
-$,(E, - &J -&,I, ~(&,E,&) = %&J for p su fi ciently large; clearly, however, 
for every p = 1, 2,.... Therefore, for p sufficiently large, B?(E,) = B(e,E,), 
which implies that S(E,) 3 9i?(e,). 
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Since E, = 2,“:: P,(A) has range of dimension p - 1, it follows that e, has 
finite dimensional range for sufficiently large p; however, 
and thus 59 is finite dimensional. 
Suppose that %’ has nonzero dimension, choose I& $ o(K), and recall that 
a(K) = d(K) = (m} by Proposition 2; hence, 
Since R(c, K) R(&, , K) = R([, , K) R(<, K), 5 $ o(K), it follows that 
P,(K)R(&,,K) = R(&,K)P,(K),n = 1,2,...; hence,definingC:(%?CC)-+X 
to be the restriction of R(&, , K) to %?, it is apparent that.%(C) C $9 and n(C) C (0). 
As 9? has been assumed to have dimension greater than zero, it follows that %:, 
equipped with the norm induced by 2, is a finite dimensional Banach space; 
Corollary V11.1.4 of [3] then implies that C must have at least one eigenvalue; 
hence, d(C) = (0) and there exists nonzero yn E %? such that Cy, = 0. However, 
(&,I - K) Cy, = y,, # 0, and thus V must be zero dimensional. 
We have shown that s-lim zfl P,(K) h as range 2; hence, s-lim xfl P,(K) = I 
and the proof is complete. 
This proposition gives conditions sufficient for the completeness of the 
family (P,(K)) h’ h q w rc re uire only knowledge of the eigenvalues of A and of the 
constants c, and ca of Assumption (iv); moreover, the quantity v - I is recognized 
to be a measure of the nonorthogonality of {P,(K)). At this juncture, it is 
appropriate to state the following stability result. 
THEOREM 1. Let a(K) = {y,,], each ezgenvalue yn real and isolated with 
fkite algebraic multiplicity equal to its geometric multiplicity; assume that the 
famib {Pn(K)l f 2 P i t o ei en ro ec ions is complete and that there exists a number v 
such that II I - 2 LJ P,(K)11 < v or every Jinite index set J of positive integers. f 
Then there exists a bounded linear selfadjoint operator G: A? + Z such that 
GK: @(A) C 2) ---t X is selfadjoint, G - I is compact, and for every y E X, 
$ II Y II2 < (Y, GY) f v2 II y /12. 
Furthermore, if I/ ILP // < 1, then for every y E 9(A), 
$ (1 - II ~~4-l II) <Y, AY> < (Y, WY> d v2(1 + II ~4-l II) (y, Ay); 
moreover, the equilibrium x = 0 of (3) is stable and the group {S(t)}-,,,,, gene- 
rated by F is bounded. 
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Proof. We define a family {FJ} of operators, F,: 2 -+ S, by 
FJ ~= I - 2 c P,(K), 
nEJ 
where / is an arbitrary index set of nonnegative integers and P,(K) 7: 0. By 
assumption, // FJ // < u for every J; moreover, 
FJ~J~ = F$‘J~ = FJ, , Jz --_ (JI ” /A - (J1 n Jd 
We note that F;* = FJ, jl F,* I( = I/ FJ Ii < v, and, for every y E Z, 
(Y, FJ*FJr> 3 II Y V/Ii F? II2 3 II Y 11’1~“. 
We let F, denote FJ when J contains only the single integer n. 
Let gs(~, 2) (respectively, g’“(&‘, 8)) d enote the space of bounded linear 
operators, taking Z into X, equipped with the strong operator topology 
(respectively, the weak operator topology). Let 9 denote the convex closure 
of the family {F,*F,j in @(Z, Z), and note that Corollary VI. 1.5 of [3] implies 
that 3 is a closed convex subset of Btc(Y, 3); moreover, every L E 9 is self- 
adjoint, /IL I! < u2, and 
!Y, LY> 2 f II y /12, y t ;‘p’. 
For n = 1, 2,..., define a continuous operator fn: 5@“(X, X) + Z@‘(S, ST) by 
f,(L) = F,*LF, for every L E~~(X, ST), and note that fn(fm(L)) = fm(fn(L)) 
for m, n = 1, 2,...; moreover, L E 3 implies f,(L) E 9 for n = 1, 2 ,.... 
Since X is a Hilbert space, bounded subsets of X are weakly precompact; 
since 3 is bounded in J?@(%, %), t i now follows that the weak closure of the 
subset (LY}~@~ is weakly compact in Z for each y E %. Hence, since 3 is closed 
in &P(&Y, Z), Exercise VI.9.2 of [3] implies that Y is compact in gw(X, H). 
Applying the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem [3], it follows that there 
exists GE 3 such that fn(G) = G for n = I, 2,...; i.e., F,*GF, = G for 
n = 1, 2,.... As G E 3, G must be selfadjoint, and we find 
GF, = GF,-1 : F,*G = (GF-)*; n = 1, 2,.... 
Recalling that F, = I - 2P,(K), it follows that GP,(K) is selfadjoint for 
n = 1, 2,.... Since G E 9, it is also necessary that 11 G I/ < y2 and, for every 
YE& 
(Y, Gyi 2 I/ Y l12/v2; 
hence, 0 .$ d(G), 11 G-i /) < v2 and, since g(G) = X’, G has range X [ll]. 
We also note that G - I lies in the convex closure of the family {F,*F; - I) in 
Ba(%, X), and that F,*F, - I has finite dimensional range for every finite 
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index set J of nonnegative integers. As every finite convex combination of the 
family (F,*F, - I} also has finite dimensional range, G - I is the limit in 
@(,%‘, z?) of some sequence of compact operators, and we conclude that G - 1 
is compact [ll]. 
By assumption, the family (P,(K)} is complete and each eigenvalue yn is real 
with equal algebraic and geometric multiplicities; hence, for every y E g(A), 
~‘#WY = KP,(K) Y = YJ’~(K) Y and GKY = Cn Y,GP,(K) Y = 
Cn y,[GP,(K)]*y, which implies that GK is symmetric. Choosing a real 
number S such that 8 6 o(K), it follows from W(G) = Z that G(K - SI) is 
symmetric with range 2; hence, G(K - SI) is selfadjoint [ll]. Applying 
Theorem V.4.3 of [5], we find that GK is selfadjoint. 
Making the additional assumption that I/ &4-l /I < 1 and letting Kg,, = yng, , 
g, # 0, we find from Proposition 2 with H = A that yn > 0, n = 1, 2,.... 
Therefore, since GP,(K) = (GE’,(K))* = P,*(K) G, 
<Y, GKY) = C Y~<Y> GJ’v0-9~) = C Y,V~(K)Y> -‘,(K)Y) 
92 11 
3 YI 1 (f’n(K)~, GJ’,WY) = YI c (Y, @MY) 
n n 
= ~10, GY) a (rl/~“> II Y 112, 
for every y E g(A). Furthermore, II AY II G II 4G.W II II GKy II = 
Il(GKA-l)-l II I/ GKy II < II G-l II (1 - II B&l II)-’ II GKy II for every y E g(A), 
and thus Theorem V.4.12 of [5] implies that, for every y E g(A), 
V2 
(~9 AY> G 1 _ ,, BA-l ,/ (Y, GKY). 
Similarly, (y, Ay) 2 4 II y /I2 and II GKY II G II GKkl II II AY II f II G II (1 + 
11 BA-1 11) /IAy jj for everyy E .9(A); h ence, Theorem V.4.12 of [5] implies that, for 
everyy E 9(A), 
<Y> GKY) d v2(1 + II BA-’ II> (Y, AY). 
Applying Proposition 4, the proof is complete. 
The conditions of this theorem can be made to strictly depend on the eigen- 
values of A and on the constants c, and c, of Assumption (iv), by assuming the 
conditions of Proposition 4 and requiring that cr + c&r < Xr2, which guarantees 
that /j BA-1 II < 1. Furthermore, this theorem and Proposition 5 provide 
computable estimates for a Liapunov functional IJ’: ?Z -+ W, estimates that may 
be very useful in the study of further (perhaps nonlinear) perturbations of (2). 
Theorem 1 provides little information about the structure of the operator G 
whose existence is guaranteed; however, it is possible to characterize such 
operators in terms of the eigenprojections (P,(K)) and their adjoints. We will 
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do so here under the assumption that each eigenvalue of K has (algebraic and 
geometric) multiplicity one; a transparent extension can be made under the 
weaker condition that each eigenvalue of K have algebraic multiplicity equal to 
its geometric multiplicity. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let a(K) = {yJ, each eigenvalue yn real, isoZated and of 
(algebraic and geometric) multiplicity one; assume that the family {P,(K)} is 
complete. If there exists a bounded linear selfadjoint operator G: X + S such that 
GK: (9(A) C &) --j S? is symmetric, then G = s-lim En 7,P,*(K) P,(K) y, 
where {T,} is a bounded set of real numbers. 
Proof. The family {P,(K)} is complete, implying that {P%*(K)} is also 
complete; hence, for a bounded linear operator G: Z -+ *?C’, we have 
= 1 P,*(K) GP,(K)y, y E YE, 
m,n 
where convergence is in the strong operator topology. 
Each eigenvalue yn of K has equal geometric and algebraic multiplicities, 
and KP,(K) = P,(K) K; therefore, P,(K) K = KP,(K) = mP,(K) for n = 
1, 2,..., and 
WY = C ynPm*(K) GP,(K)Y> y E 9(A). 
m.n 
By the assumed symmetry of GK, 
(GK)* y = GKy, Y E W) C WGK)*l; 
hence, since G is assumed selfadjoint and every yn is real, 
& Cm - mm> Pm*(K) GP,WY = 0, Y E =QW 
For any K, p = 1, 2 ,..., it now follows that for every y E 8, 
0 = P,*(K) c (m - .ym) Pm*(K) GP,(K) 
1 I 
~‘,WY 
wt,n 
= (rr - YJ f’,*(K) GP,W) Y; 
therefore, P,*(K) GP,,(K) = 0 for m # n and we conclude that 
GY = C P,*(K) ‘=‘,F)Y, YE&T 
n 
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Each eigenprojection P,(K) has one dimensional range since yn has algebraic 
multiplicity one; hence, P,(K) can be represented as 
PnWY = (Y, &L*> gn ? YES, 
where KglE = yng, and (g, ,g,*) = 6,, , m, n = 1,2 ,.... Defining rln = 
(Gg, , gn)/il g, 112, n = 1, 2 ,..., we find that, for every y E X, 
P,*(K) Gf’n(K)y = (Y, g,*> (Ggn > gn) gn* 
= rln(Y, &I*> &a P 8%) gn* 
= d’n *(K) f’,(K) Y 
Noting that 7n is real and 17% ) < 11 G/I , n = 1, 2,..., the proof is complete. 
This result characterizes the possible operators G under consideration. The 
following stability result is obtained by selecting one particular such form and 
making the assumptions of Proposition 5; although the conclusions parallel those 
of the more general Theorem 1, the alternative estimates on the resulting 
Liapunov functional may be sharper than those obtained by combining Proposi- 
tion 5 with Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Ifzn (l/an2) < cc and o1, > 1, n = 1, 2,..., then there exists a 
bounded linear selfaeoint operator G: 2 ---f 2 such that GK: (9(A) C 2) ---f #’ 
is selfadjoint, G - I is compact and, defining 
G satisfies 
IIG--Ill GP, 
&II Y II2 G (Y, GY> G (1 + PL) II Y /I23 VYEE. 
Furthermore, if 11 BA-1 /I < 1, the-n for every y E .9(A), 
& (1 - II a+-1 II) <Y> AY> G (Y, GKY) 
< (1 + P) (1 + II B/P-~ II> <Y, AY); 
moreover, the equilibrium of (3) is stable and the group {S(t)}--m<t<m generated by F 
is bounded. 
Proof. Our proof is based on a particular construction of G, 
GY = c Pm*(K) P,(K) Y, YE87 
n 
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and we must first show that s-lim x:n P,*(K) F’,(K) does exist. Since P,*(A) := 
P,(A), n = 1, 2 ,..., we see that 
hence, for any finite index set J of positive integers, 
In the proof of Proposition 5, under similar assumptions, we found that 
hence, taking J to be a single integer n, 
II P,(K) - P&al G ‘- 9 n = 1, 2,.... 
%t 
Recalling that P,*(A) = P,,(A) and P,(A) P,(A) = &J’,(A) for rz, m = 
1, 2,..., it further follows that 
and we obtain the estimate 
for every finite index set J of positive integers. 
Before proceeding further, we wish to obtain another estimate which may be 
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sharper in some cases. To this end, we employ some of the notation and results 
from the proof of Proposition 5, and note that 
Hence, we also obtain the estimate 
Having assumed that Cla (l/an2) < co, it follows that Cn [P,*(K) P,(K) - 
P,,(A)] converges in the uniform operator topology; since s-lim Cn P,(A) = I, 
we see that s-lim Cn P,*(K) P,(K) d oes exist and G is well-defined on A? with 
11 G-111 ,<p, where 
Noting that G - I is the uniform limit of a sequence of compact operators, it 
also follows [I 11 that G - I is compact. It is apparent that G is selfadjoint. 
We note that ( y, Gy) = CR 11 P,(K) y /I2 for every y E S, and it is apparent 
that Gy = 0 only if P,(K) y = 0, n = 1, 2,...; however, Proposition 5 shows 
that the family {P,(K)) is complete, and therefore G has an inverse G-r defined 
on its range 9?(G). Furthermore, since (y, Gy) # 0 for any y E JZ’, it follows 
that 9?(G) is dense. 
By proposition 2 each eigenvalue 3/n of K has algebraic multiplicity one; 
hence, each eigenprojection P,(K) can be represented as P,(K) y = (y, g,*)g, , 
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Y E X, where Kg,, ==z yngn and (g,, , g,“, :: S,, , m, n = 1,2 ,... . Defining 
& = jig, 11’ I/gn* 1,’ 3 (gn, g,*>‘2 = I, n = 1, 2,..., it follows that 
hence, we propose to define G-l by 
G-‘y = c /3,lP,(K) P,*(K) y, y E S’(G). 
n 
To show that this strong limit exists, we note that, for any finite index set J of 
positive integers, 
= zJ CPnW) - J’nMI [J’nW) - JW)I* 
Therefore, again using the properties of {P,(A)), 
< C 16;’ II P,(K) - U~)l12 + 2 /I 1 KIEM P’,(K) - P,(A)] I! 
ns.l 7EJ 
and it follows that xn Bgl[P,(K) P,*(K) - P,(A)] converges in the uniform 
operator topology. Since s-limz, P,(A) = I and, for any y E X and finite 
index set J of positive integers, 
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if follows that Cn /II;~PJA) converges strongly; hence, CIE fi;lPJK) P,*(K) 
converges strongly and G-l is well defined on W(G) with 
!I G-l II d l + ZJ (“n ! 1)” + 2 (ZJ (n, : 1)2y’2- 
Noting that G and G-l are bounded and 9(G) = S, it follows [ll] that 
W(G) = X; moreover, we also have 11 G-l jj < 1 + /* due to the alternative 
estimate 
GE l + c Pii1 II ~~n(412 ( 
l/2 
nsJ Bn%(% - 1) ns&l 1 
-<c l + c&“” n~.l%z(%z - 1) ( 1 ne.l 9% 
for every finite index set J of positive integers. As Proposition 2 implies that K 
has only real eigenvalues and GKy = GKy = En ml’%*(K) P,(K) y, y E 2(A), 
GK may be shown to be selfadjoint by the same argument made in the proof 
of Theorem 1; moreover, we have the estimates, 
(Y, GY) < II G II II Y II2 G (1 + CL) IIY II27 
1 1 1 
(Y9 ‘Y) = 11 G1’2Y iI2 b // G-1,2 (/2 11 Y It2 = (/ G-1 /, 11 y Ii2 3 (, + p) 11 Y 1i2> 
for every y E 2. 
Making the additional assumption that (1 BLI-~ I/ < 1, the argument made 
in the proof of Theorem 1 shows that, for every y E B(A), 
& (1 - II 1~4-l II> B (Y, GKY) G (1 + P) (1 + II 1~4-l II) II Y I?. 
Applying Proposition 4, the proof is complete. 
The assumptions of this theorem imply those of Theorem 1, and therefore 
its conclusions as well. The alternative estimates were obtained by specifying 
that the desired operator be of the form G = s-limx, P,*(K) P,(K); hence, 
unlike Theorem 1, the proof of this theorem is constructive. 
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4. BECK'S PROBLEM 
For illustrative purposes, let us briefly return to Beck’s problem, which 
we used to motivate our investigation. 
With H = Ya(O, l), Ay = a4y(t)/a[4, and 
the eigenvalues of the selfadjoint operator A are computed to be &, = /3,4, 
where cos Bn cash & = -1. Simple computations [7] lead to values of & 
and ri given by 
A, M (1.875)4, r1 R+ 236, 
A, m (4.694)4, r2 w 236, 
A, m (7.855)4, r3 m 1,658, 
h n M (n - -g” d, Y, 53 4[(n - +)4 - (a - #)7, for n large, 
Since By = p(Py( [)/afz), A ssumption iv) is satisfied with c, = 0 and ca = p2; 
from this we have that aa = r,Jp(& + 2~,Ji/s, from which we obtain 
236 
al m $1[485)V ’ 
1,657 
a) - p(7,115)1/2 ’ 
% = O(n), for n large. 
It is then clear that x, (l/an2) < co; the condition cz, > 1 for n = 1, 2,... 
is most restrictive for II = 2, which imposes the condition p < 7.6. Finally, to 
insure that )I BA-1 1) < 1, we may insist that cr + cd, < hi2, which immediately 
leads to the condition p < 3.5. 
We therefore conclude, from Theorem 2, that the equilibrium of Beck’s 
problem will be stable in X= 9(A1/“) x &(O, 1) if p < 3.5. It should be 
noted that this value is much more conservative than the one obtained by the 
method of separation of variables. 
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